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 “ I had never encountered a culture where Art was so central to their everyday life”
 Linda Schele 

THE HUMAN IN THE COSMOS



FRAMEWORK 

A deeper and broader understanding of the Maya and other Mesoamerican cultures has not been part 
of our knowledge, not only in Mexico but throughout the world. Key philosophical and cultural concepts, 
which could be important to face the challenges of modern society, have been absent in our conversations. 
Now, after decades of research and highly sophisticated scholarship in the decipherment, translation, and 
interpretation of ancient documents and art objects, we have new access to key information, revealing 
a system of knowledge and a sophisticated philosophy about the world and the roles of humans within 
it. These learning experiences will allow participants to explore these new frameworks, concepts and 
understandings of Maya cosmology and worldview.

VISION AND PURPOSE 

We believe that newly discovered Mesoamerican ideas are important and relevant to the world of 
today, at this challenging and unique moment for culture and nature. They represent one of the great 
philosophical traditions of human history, yet they are virtually unknown outside of academia. Our 
experience will create a critical opportunity to bring Maya and Mesoamerican ideas to light through new 
scientific understanding, expanded awareness and multi-disciplinary knowledge. The purpose of this 
immersion is to learn, through different guided experiences, key ideas in Maya cosmology, philosophy 
and science. We will reflect on how structures, stories and metaphors of the ancient past can inform our 
experience of living today. They reflect a deep understanding of human roles and their relationships to self, 
community and to the cosmos – ideas that we believe are relevant to our lives today, and deeply relevant 
in this moment of our disconnected existence. We invite you to rethink how we orient ourselves within a 
larger world, and how we construct and reconstruct our own narratives as individuals and communities.

THIS IMMERSIVE WORKSHOP 
WILL EXPLORE:

• Definitions and science of  Maya 
cosmology.

• Maya concepts of time and space. 

• Humans tending  to life and cosmos.

• Origin mythologies (Florentine 
Codex).

• Art and contemplation practices as a 
mirror and holder of knowledge and 
wisdom. 

• How stories shape reality. 

THE EXPERIENCE WILL
INCLUDE:

• Active  learning   using diverse modalities to 
experience concepts and integrate information 
and knowledge. 

• Creative expression    to explore visual 
and narrative forms based on Maya and 
Mesoamerican practices. 

• Visits to sacred sites  Izamal and Private Chichen 
Itza.

• Experiential contemplation practices, inspired 
by Maya everyday life and cosmology.

• Dialogue and inquiry to reflect and co-create.
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SPEAKERS 

We have thoroughly chosen the speakers for this masterclass, according to the experience they have on 
specific topics about the Maya culture.

Is the leading Maya epigrapher of our time. He (along with a few other scholars) 
came to  decipher and reconstruct the linguistic system of ancient Maya glyphs. His 
views of the  Maya transcend the traditional approach of Archeology and offers a 
more complex and sophisticated understanding of  the Maya Civilization. 

Starting at an early age, and in the last decade has started to revel a whole new 
landscape of content related to philosophy, cosmology, space and time. He is 
the youngest person ever to receive a MacArthur Fellowship, at age 18. He currently 
teaches at the University of Texas at Austin and his current research includes 
study of Maya, Aztec and ancient Mesoamerican images and texts.

Is world expert of the Florentin Codex, the most important enciclopedia of Aztec 
Culture. She also has a unique understaning of the deeper cosmology of Meso 
American cultures, and has inmerse in the understanding of color as a  symbolic 
messenger and  a vehicle for “narrative  text”.
Her professional career has focused on the study of pictorial techniques and modes 
of representation both for Mesoamerica as well and sixteenth-century indigenous 
artist. 

She is the director of the Art of the Ancient Americas program at the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art (LACMA), located in Los Angeles, United States and former 
director of the National Museum of Anthropology.

Is a forward looking mind and seeks to expand the boundaries of Art and Education. 
She  uses ancient and contemporary technologies to create and support collaborative 
community development  processes. As a practitioner, she conceives and designs 
transformational experiences in order to advance personal and community identity.

 She is the founder of several organizations and initiatives in the fields of Education, 
Art, Culture and Nature Conservation. Her approach manifests itself through 
the co-creation of spaces for transformative experiences. In 2012, she founded  TAE 
Foundation, (Transformation, Art and Education), an organization to expand the 
boundaries of art, integrating creative processes in Mayan Communities. 
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THE VENUES

TECOH, is a living work of Art, designed by Cuban Artist 
Jorge Pardo.
Deep in the Yucatan jungle, the sprawling series of 
buildings took over six years to be fabricated, engaging 
existing ruins of a nineteenth-century hacienda. Tecoh is 
by far the artist’s most ambitious work to date. 

The site was originally a farm and factory for manufacturing 
sisal twine, reaching its apex of productivity in the 1920s 
and ‘30s. The estate gradually went into disrepair in the 
postwar years, following the introduction of synthetic 
fibers. Pardo’s refurbishment is founded on the history 
and aesthetic of the site, calling on local craftspeople for 
construction assistance. Pardo meticulously designed 
every aspect of the building’s structure and interior 
elements. “Every element in Tecoh is laboriously thought 
over by being designed and redesigned, the formalism 
of the near-cubist angular surfaces further reinforcing 
not only the “irregular topography”, but also the ongoing 
conversation so crucial to Pardo’s work.”

THE SACRED SITES 
Izamal is a jewel of Yucatan, a vibrant modern town coexisting with the ancient Maya and Spanish 
colonial past. For over two thousand years it was a major pilgrimage center for Maya civilization, and its 
most massive temples and pyramids still survive in the center of the community. Its significance as a 
sacred place led Spanish conquerors to establish Izamal as the seat of Franciscan authority for several 
generations. Its massive church and atrium houses Yucatan’s patron saint, The Virgin of the Immaculate 
Conception, or Nuestra Senora de Izamal    

CHICHEN ITZÁ, is one of the 
landmark sites of the Yucatan 
Peninsula in Mexico. It holds some of 
the most iconic and cosmologically 
significant architecture structures 
of the Maya Civilization. We will have 
the opportunity to visit Chichen in a 
private and intimate way outside of 
public hours. 

The experience is designed for a small curated group of  people, curious and interested in the Mayan 
culture, with no need of previous knowledge in this area.  
The group will be no larger than 25 participants.

OUTCOMES    
     
• Consider new ways to think about time, space and experience        
• Explore new narratives and metaphors to imagine possible futures      
• Explore creative processes
•  Centering and contemplation practices
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COST AND CONTRIBUTION
        
The experience will have a cost of $6,000 USD per person or $10,000 per couple. This includes   
transportation from Merida International Airport* and the program, lodging at TECOH  and the  culinary 
experiencies.  

The contribution will be recieved as a  donation to TAE Foundation, to  pay the costs of the event, and to 
support the work  we do with the young Mayans to preserve their   Cultural Patrimony, as they integrate 
and evolve their personal and cultural identity.  

*Note. If you fly to Cancun international airport, we will be happy to arrange transportation. 
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MORE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION AT:

WWW.MAYANCOSMOS.MX


